TimeWarp® Plus Overview

Witness a remarkable
breakthrough in student
reading achievement

K–9 Summer Reading
Intervention System

Voyager—Your RtI Partner

Dedicated to the success of every student, Voyager provides strategic
and intensive interventions designed to accelerate skill acquisition for
all struggling students.

Voyager is a member of Cambium Learning® Group, the leading
educational company focused primarily on serving the needs of
at-risk and special student populations. Voyager’s powerful and effective
support interventions, services, and educational technology help accelerate all
struggling students to grade-level proficiency. English language learners (ELLs)
and students with disabilities derive particular benefits from our interventions and make
dramatic gains.

Partnering for RtI Solutions
As your intervention partner, we will work with you to develop a customized and
integrated solution to meet your Response to Intervention (RtI) needs.
• Our math and literacy interventions are

based on and validated by research

Experienced consultants and practitioners will work with you to
develop a customized intervention plan to meet your unique

• 

systemwide needs and goals
• Our

unparalleled implementation support team will provide onsite and

online staff development to ensure fidelity of implementation
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Effective RtI Key Features and Benefits
There is no one-size-fits-all solution for struggling learners. Each system and student has specific needs—some
only require occasional additional instruction, while others require more comprehensive, long-term support.

What does your school look like?

Few
Students
Some
Students

Many
Students

Many
Students

Many
Students

Our interventions and support services are designed to meet the needs of all struggling students by providing
multitier instructional interventions aligned to content standards and benchmarks, including the
Common Standards.
Key Features of Voyager Interventions

Benefit to Your School/District

Multitier, systematic, scalable approach with
supports and tools for differentiated instruction

Implement an effective and comprehensive
intervention plan

Universal screening and embedded progress
monitoring along with a comprehensive
Web-based data-management system

Easily access RtI documentation online
and regularly assess and monitor every
student’s progress

Based on and validated by research

Deploy interventions that are proven to work and
to turn around low-performing schools

Onsite and online professional development to
increase fidelity of implementation

Build teacher capacity to ensure interventions are
implemented as intended and increase struggling
students’ academic achievement
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A Continuum of Interventions for
Your Struggling Students
Voyager’s interventions are intended to identify struggling students early—before they
fall behind—and provide the support they need to be successful.
We provide a continuum of academic interventions in reading and math designed
to address the needs of your struggling learners—from strategic interventions that
support core curricula to intensive interventions for students who need a completely
different approach.

Intensive Interventions (Tier III)
• Provide a core
alternative
• Utilize a skills-based approach
• Focus on mastery-based
instruction

Strategic Interventions (Tier II)
• Complement and supplement
the core curriculum
• Provide grade-level support
• Emphasize reteaching and
intervention

Core Programs (Tier I)
• Serve as the core
curriculum
• Provide grade-level
instruction
• Assess progress to
inform intervention needs
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More Intense,
More Comprehensive

Literacy

Grades

Strategic

Core

Early
Childhood
(PreK)

Strategic

K–5

Intensive

K–3

Strategic

K–3

Intensive

6–9

3–12

Mathematics

Grades

Strategic

Core

K–5

Intensive

2–8

Strategic

®

Strategic

Strategic

Strategic

Extended Day

Strategic
Strategic

Small group reading intervention designed to wrap around core curriculum and accelerate students
to grade level using a blended approach of teacher-led instruction and online interactive practice
•  30–45 minutes daily
Small group Spanish-language reading intervention designed to build a strong foundation in
students’ native language to help strengthen their transition to English
•  30 or 40 minutes daily
Mastery-based, intensive reading and language arts intervention with focus on decoding,
comprehension, spelling, and writing
•  60–90 minutes daily
High-interest reading intervention course for middle and high school students that builds academic
vocabulary, comprehension, and fluency through motivating topics, teacher-led instruction, and
student-centered technology
•  50 minutes daily
Mastery-based, intensive reading and language arts intervention that targets the needs of
nonreaders, struggling readers, and English learners
•  90 or 120 minutes daily

Description
Flexible elementary curriculum, organized by grade-level content and broken into two components:
Anchors and Excursions
•  50–60 minutes daily
Strategic intervention with a modular approach for targeted skill intervention to reach
grade-level expectations
•  40–45 minutes daily

5–10

Mastery-based, intensive intervention that focuses on the foundational concepts and problem-solving
strategies needed for successful entry into algebra
•  50–60 minutes daily

8–12

Mastery-based, strategic intervention that provides additional strategies for
algebra success
•  50–60 minutes daily

Grades

Description

K–9

High-interest, adventure-based lessons that help prevent summer learning loss and improve
reading skills for students who did not meet proficiency on high-stakes tests
•  80 hours of instruction delivered in 3- to 4-hour blocks

K–8

Targeted instruction on essential concepts and skills that struggling math students may have missed
during the regular school year
•  Levels A–C include 20 lessons for 40 hours of instruction
•  Levels D–I offer prepackaged bundles for either 30 or 60 hours of instruction

K–8

Technology

Description
 omprehensive curriculum includes instruction in math, social studies, reading, pre-writing, music,
C
dramatic arts, and more
•  Flexible instructional time

Grades

Adventure-based lessons that integrate cross-curriculum topics to enhance learning and
engage learners
•  More than 60 hours of instruction delivered in a flexible format

Description

K–6

Interactive, Web-based reading component that provides engaging, systematic, structured practice
and application of the five critical areas of reading
•  Online component in Read Well, Voyager Passport, and TimeWarp Plus

2–8

Interactive, Web-based program that motivates students as they practice math skills and concepts,
prepare for high-stakes tests, and play in real-time competitions of mental math with other students
around the world
•  Online component in TransMath, Vmath, and Voyages
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Prevent Summer Learning Loss and Improve Reading Skills
TimeWarp® Plus uses available summer hours to improve student
reading performance and increase teacher effectiveness. The series promotes
results-driven, hands-on learning with high-interest, academically challenging content to motivate all students to
learn and improve their reading skills and strategies.
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Engage Students With Educational, Adventure-Based Themes
Research shows that students lose considerable academic ground over the summer break. The TimeWarp Plus series
is specifically designed to prevent summer learning loss and provide an exciting learning experience to improve
reading skills for students in grades K–9. With TimeWarp Plus students who did not meet proficiency standards on
the state’s high-stakes tests can dramatically accelerate their reading skills and be promoted in the fall.
TimeWarp Plus provides:
• Instruction in the five essential components of reading
• Flexible class-size ratio and implementation models
• Integrated online data-management system—VPORT® (see p. 23)
• Comprehensive teacher training and support
• Access to Ticket to Read® (see p. 26)
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At-A-Glance
What Is
TimeWarp Plus?

Pages 10–15
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Students enrolled in Voyager
summer programs achieve
unprecedented results.
The research-based lessons in
TimeWarp Plus were developed
by a team of reading specialists
to accelerate learning for
students in grades K–9 who
have fallen behind.
Growth on California Achievement Test (CAT)
Random Sample of Students
600
Calibrated CAT Scores

A summer reading
intervention designed to
prevent summer learning
loss and improve reading
skills for students in grades
K–9. TimeWarp Plus provides
explicit instruction in
writing and the five essential
components of reading
through high-interest,
adventure-based lessons.
Whole class and small group
lessons include hands-on
activities, and reading, writing,
speaking, and listening skills
are interwoven in
all adventures.

Research and
Effectiveness

500

534

High

497

Middle

463

Low

400

300

361
348
329
1st Grade

2nd Grade

3rd Grade

4th Grade

Pages 16–17

5th Grade

Cambium Learning Group is the leading educational company focused
exclusively on at-risk and special student populations.

How It Works
TimeWarp Plus optimizes
learning time and ensures
student success by adhering
to an effective model of
instruction, including:
• Daily practice in fluency and
targeted word study, and
application of these skills
• Small group instruction
• Response and practice
activities

Pages 18–23

Professional
Development
Voyager’s professional
development partnership
provides ongoing training and
implementation support to
maximize the effectiveness of
instruction.

Pages 24–25

Online Reading
Component
Ticket to Read is a studentcentered online program
that allows students to
practice at home, at school,
or anywhere they have access
to the Internet. High-interest
passages and games, along
with an effective reward
system, motivate students to
continue reading after the
summer school day.

Pages 26–27
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What Is TimeWarp Plus?

Motivates Readers at Every Grade Level
Structured around fun and educational adventure-based themes,
the TimeWarp Plus lessons motivate readers at every grade level.
Teachers and students enjoy the refreshing format and attendance
increases with reading proficiency.
The TimeWarp Plus series:
• Offers three to four hours of daily academic learning for three to six weeks, totaling as many as 80
hours of instruction
• Provides whole class and small group settings
•	Increases attendance in summer school
• Minimizes teacher preparation time through carefully crafted lessons
• Includes additional language arts strands of writing, spelling, listening,
and speaking
• Offers an effective model for intersession classes in year-round districts
TimeWarp Plus includes a supplemental package of program enhancements to
move students toward a higher level of reading success:
• Targeted Word Study activity books, with explicit lessons in the five
essential components of reading
• Fluency Readers for all students, with corresponding Teacher’s Guide
• Reading Connected Text Assessment using Vital Indicators of Progress®
(VIP), which are equivalent to DIBELS® (Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early
Literacy Skills)
Struggling readers can gain literacy success for the first time through the explicit,
systematic instruction in TimeWarp Plus.
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Components Accelerate Learning
The TimeWarp Plus series includes everything you need to accelerate student learning and support teachers
in the classroom. Teachers and administrators have immediate access to information regarding each student’s
level of reading ability using the VPORT integrated online data-management system (see p. 23 for details),
while benchmark pretests and posttests provide valuable data. In addition, comprehensive training and support
services ensure ease of implementation, regardless of district size.

Targeted Word Study:
• Provides explicit instruction in the five essential components of reading
• Provides summer school teachers the option to differentiate instruction for students performing
below grade level
• Introduces, through a systematic scope and sequence, phonic elements in isolation
• Teaches students to access meaning from the printed word more easily through foundational
instruction in decoding
• Provides daily reading passages for students to practice comprehension strategies

Fluency Instruction:
• Combines research-proven strategies with engaging expository and narrative passages for immediate,
measurable results on the Reading Connected Text Assessment
• Improves students’ rate, accuracy, and expression on increasingly difficult text through repeated readings
• Informs students of their personal reading growth through regular timed readings

Reading Connected Text Assessment:
• Provides teachers with a highly accurate and easy-to-administer, one-minute assessment for
measuring reading growth
• Offers an assessment that is equivalent to the DIBELS Oral Reading Fluency (ORF) measure
• Enables teachers to benchmark their students at the beginning and end of summer to demonstrate
learning growth
• Provides critical information teachers need to group students, differentiate instruction, and measure
their students’ response to the summer intervention
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What Is TimeWarp Plus?
Intervention Day At-A-Glance
TimeWarp Plus is the
solution for summer reading
intervention because it is
engaging and motivational,
which gets students excited
about reading. This approach
has been proven to increase
reading gains.

1

Fluency

Students begin their day
with instructional-level text
to practice:

Targeted Word Study

Reading instruction
continues with teacher-led
lessons in:

• Rate/pace of reading

• Word study

• Accuracy

• Sight words

• Prosody/expression

• Spelling

Kindergarten students
use read-alouds for
oral vocabulary and
comprehension.
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2

• Passage reading and
comprehension
• Fluency
• Vocabulary

3

Activator and
Instructional Focus

Students have the
opportunity to apply new
skills to a theme-based
adventure. Activators draw
students into the adventure
through:
• Oral language
development
• Activating and building
prior knowledge
The instructional focus
component encourages
participation in the reading
process and develops skills
and strategies used by
successful readers.
Students continue to apply
fluency and comprehension
strategies within the themebased adventure through:
• Whole class and small
group instruction
• Paired reading
• Choral reading
• Modeled think-alouds

4

Small Group
Instruction

Next, students are grouped
into three learning teams,
based on reading levels
as determined by their
VIP assessment. Each
team rotates through two
learning stations and one
teacher station daily. At each
learning station, a student
team leader facilitates as
students work independently
in small group activities. The
teaching station provides
the opportunity for teachers
to work with small groups
of students at two levels
of difficulty: Challenge
Level A or Challenge Level
B. Challenge lessons are
composed of four segments:
• Fluency
• Instructional reading

5

Response and Practice

Response and practice
activities give students
the opportunity to reflect
on what they have read as
they express themselves
creatively in whole class,
small group, and individual
activities. Students write
to specific prompts and for
a variety of audiences and
collaborate using the steps
of process writing:
• Pre-writing
• Drafting
• Revising
• Editing
• Publishing
They also create themerelated projects to
demonstrate real-world
connections to reading.

• Phonological awareness
(grades K–3)
• Decoding and word
recognition (grades 4–9)
• Alphabetic principle
(grades K–3)
• Word analysis and
spelling (grades 4–9)
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What Is TimeWarp Plus?

Targeted Skills and Objectives
PHONEMIC AWARENESS

K

1

2

Identifies and produces rhymes

•

•

•

3

Blends sounds

•

•

•

•

Segments words into sounds

•

•

•

•

Manipulates individual phonemes

•

•

•

4

5

6

7

8–9

PHONICS
Identifies letters

•

•

•

•

Produces letter sounds and
letter-sound combinations

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Demonstrates letter-sound knowledge

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Reads sight words

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Reads connected text

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Decodes with increasing accuracy
and automaticity

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

COMPREHENSION
Identifies main idea
Predicts and verifies outcomes

•

•

Draws conclusions
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Compares and contrasts

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Identifies cause and effect

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Summarizes text

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Distinguishes fact and opinion

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Makes inferences

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Sequences events

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Interprets graphic sources

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Identifies story elements

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Uses retellings to demonstrate
understanding

•

•

•

•

Relates reading experiences to real life

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Connects ideas and themes across texts

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Reads a variety of text

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

VOCABULARY

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8–9

Learns meanings of new words

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Applies strategies to determine meanings
of new words

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Analyzes word parts (affixes, roots,
word families, compounds)
Recognizes synonyms and antonyms

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Categorizes words using common attributes

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

FLUENCY
Reads with automaticity
Reads with increasing accuracy
Reads with increasing independence

•

Skims and scans for information
Reads with prosody (expression)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Increases reading rate

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Practices fluency in a variety of settings
WRITING
Writes to respond to text
Writes in complete sentences
Writes for a purpose

•

Utilizes the writing process
Uses conventions of writing
Identifies parts of speech
Takes and compiles notes

•

•
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Research and Effectiveness
Over the summer, low-income youths lose more than two months in reading
achievement, while their middle-class peers make slight gains.
—H. Cooper, B. Nye, K. Charlton, J. Lindsay, & S. Greathouse. 1996.
The effects of summer vacation on achievement testscores:
A narrative and meta-analytic review.
Review of Educational Research, 66, 227–268.

What Is “Summer Learning Loss”?
pattern of summer learning loss,
particularly among low-income youths. Lack of access to high-quality

Decades of research have documented a

summer learning programs negatively impacts the academic achievement, health, and
social development of children in high-poverty communities.
Research led by Johns Hopkins University sociologist Karl Alexander tracked the progress

hose
in the low socioeconomic demographic made significantly less
growth on the California Achievement Tests (CAT) from first through fifth grade.
of 650 students from Maryland’s Baltimore County Public Schools and found that t
®

By the end of fifth grade, the Johns Hopkins study found that disadvantaged youths were
nearly three grade equivalents behind their more affluent peers in reading. Furthermore,

two-thirds of the ninth grade reading achievement gap could be
explained by unequal access to summer learning opportunities
during the elementary school years; nearly one-third of the gap was already
present when children began school.
Effective summer reading programs like

TimeWarp Plus can prevent and

reverse summer learning loss, which has been shown to compound over time
and ultimately contribute to academic failure for some students. Especially for students
who do not have access to a variety of enrichment experiences over the summer,

TimeWarp Plus provides valuable learning opportunities and
helps close the achievement gap.
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Voyager Students Achieve Unprecedented Results
National Research Study of District Summer Gains

.20
.10
0

Washington, DC
Dallas, TX

.30

4–5 months

Rockdale County, GA

.40

5–6 months

Spartanburg County, SC

6–7 months

West Contra
Costa, CA

.50

Dysart, AZ

7–8 months

Marion County, FL

.60

Cooper study summer
school average

.70

National Research Study of District Summer Gains
Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test-IV (SDRT-IV) Results

Alexander study on
avg. summer loss

10 months
8–9 months

Effect Size

In this national study, Voyager students
sampled from seven districts made
gains of 5–9 months during the summer
program. The average effect size was .42,
which is nearly double the average effect
size for summer programs.*

-.10
-.20

–5 months

The Alexander et al. study shows that economically disadvantaged children
consistently lose 1–5 months of academic learning each summer.
*

Cooper et al. studied evaluations of 100 effective summer school programs
over a 20-year time span and found they achieved a .26 average effect size.
Voyager students
For complete details, see www.voyagerlearning.com

Nine-District Evaluation of 14,047 Student Sample

TimeWarp Plus Results

Hamtramck Public Schools, MI

0

District of Columbia
Public Schools

.10

Fulton County Public
Schools, GA

.20

Green Bay Area Public
Schools, WI

.30

4–5 months

Youngstown City Schools, OH

.40

5–6 months

Richmond Public
Schools, VA

.50

6–7 months

New York City
District 27, NY

7–8 months

New York City District 11, NY

.60

Lawrence Public Schools, MA

8–9 months

Cooper study summer
school average

.70

Alexander study on
avg. summer loss

10 months

Effect Size

A similar study of more than 14,000
students across nine districts showed
equally dramatic results. In some
districts, the effect size for students
in the TimeWarp Plus program was
nearly triple the average effect.

.80

-.10
–5 months

-.20
Voyager students

These data suggest that the four-week Voyager program yields gains
comparable to those of successful nine-month programs.
—Greg Roberts, Ph.D.
The University of Texas
For complete details, visit www.voyagerlearning.com
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How It Works

Fun With Learning

Kindergarten

Students Embark on New Adventures
Each Day
TimeWarp Plus is a comprehensive, research-based
reading program that moves students from learning
to read to reading to learn. The TimeWarp Plus series
immerses students in exciting reading adventures,
while active learning experiences in whole class and
small group settings address the critical needs of
struggling readers. Additional language arts strands
of writing, spelling, listening, and speaking are
interwoven in the daily adventures.
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AnimalTracks
Kindergarten students track animals near
and far by following the Animal Trackers,
children who spend their summer learning
about animals. The adventure travels
from the local pet shop to a state-ofthe-art zoo. Stops along the way include
a nature reserve, an animal hospital,
and a working farm. Theme-related
literature and instructional materials help
teachers focus on literacy for all students.
Large and small group instruction
targets phonological awareness,
alphabetic principle, and comprehension.
AnimalTracks puts participating
kindergarten students on the right track
for literacy and first-grade success.

First Grade

Second Grade

HomeTown

Egypt

First-grade students explore a hometown
by following four adventurous
HomeTown Trackers, role-playing the
daily activities of town leaders, and
building a model hometown square.
Numerous fiction and nonfiction
books, as well as other instructional
materials, are included to help teachers
target essential first-grade reading
skills. HomeTown features lessons that
explicitly teach phonological awareness,
alphabetic principle, vocabulary
development, comprehension, listening,
speaking, spelling, and writing.

Through the summer school adventure,
second-grade students follow missing
Time Trackers through a time warp to
ancient Egypt. They explore the upper and
lower kingdoms of Egypt as they learn
essential reading skills and strategies.
A variety of theme-related fiction,
nonfiction, and instructional materials help
teachers target phonological awareness,
alphabetic principle, spelling, vocabulary
development, reading comprehension,
listening, speaking, and written
communication. The journey into the
world of the ancient Egyptians becomes a
journey to grade-level literacy for students.
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How It Works
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Third Grade

Fourth Grade

Rome

Greece

Students explore the mighty Roman
Empire as they read about the exploits
of Time Trackers caught in a time warp.
Various print resources are used to
develop and enhance reading fluency
through the study of the structure of
Roman society, engineering feats, and
artistic achievements of this once great
civilization. Skills such as phonological
awareness, vocabulary development,
and comprehension are taught, modeled,
and assessed as students discover links
between the past and the present.

Fourth-grade students become
immersed in the history of ancient
Greece as they read about the
experiences of four Time Trackers who
travel through a time warp. Through
the study of Greek society, daily life,
and artistic and literary achievements,
students develop and strengthen skills in
comprehension, word study and analysis,
writing, and the use of graphic sources.
Students also have daily opportunities
to read for information and pleasure as
they trace the origins of modern-day gifts
from this important civilization.

Fifth Grade

Sixth Grade

Africa

China

Students accompany Time Trackers as
they travel across the vast and varied
landscapes of the African continent. They
read about the predominant cultures that
flourished in ancient Africa, including the
traditions, government, and influences of
these cultures on modern life. Students
gain knowledge and respect for this
great land as they encounter a variety of
fiction and nonfiction texts. Delving into
a rich array of content-related reading
selections, students’ comprehension
skills soar.

Through immersion in content-rich
literature, students become engaged in the
Chinese culture, one of the oldest and most
influential civilizations on earth. Following
four time-tracking friends trapped in a
time warp, students are transfixed by the
artistry, philosophies, and technology of
past dynasties. Students’ comprehension
skills grow as they eagerly journey through
this vast and interesting land. Many
opportunities to develop vocabulary and
improve word recognition skills are built
into the curriculum as students read fiction
and nonfiction texts and respond through
multiple writing activities.
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How It Works
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Seventh Grade

Eighth and Ninth Grade

Latin America

Native America

Following their time-tracking friends
who have mysteriously disappeared,
students travel deep into the jungles of
Latin America to find exquisite pyramids,
artifacts, and ancient observatories.
Students’ comprehension skills increase
as they dig deep into the content-rich text
and explore the fascinating civilizations
of Latin America. Opportunities for
written and artistic expression ensure that
students develop and practice the skills
needed to communicate effectively.

Eighth- and ninth-grade students
explore the lives and cultures of the
first Americans as they study the Inuits,
Hopi, Navajo, and other native peoples.
Following their four time-tracking friends
who are transported back into early
America, students travel across the North
American continent to discover cliff
dwellings, igloos, artifacts, and ancient
civilizations. Students’ comprehension
skills will increase as they delve into
the content-rich text, exploring Native
American cultures.

Additional Reading Resources
As an add-on to TimeWarp Plus, Voyager’s Bookshelf
supplements its reading intervention programs with
quality fiction and nonfiction literature. Each grade-level
collection includes theme-based and general-interest
reading material.
The engaging assortment of literature empowers teachers
to motivate reluctant readers. Shared reading, as well
as paired and independent reading, comes alive with
Voyager’s Bookshelf.

First grade materials shown here.

Educators use the VPORT online data-management system to:
•
•
•
•
•

Identify individual instruction needs and goals
Adjust instruction based on skill need
Monitor progress against goals
Communicate progress to the instructional team
Generate reports for parents and others in English
and Spanish
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Professional Development
Voyager Is Committed to Teachers
Education solutions require more than just curriculum. It takes a multifaceted approach that includes
implementation fidelity, commitment from leaders and staff, and ongoing training and support. For this reason,
Voyager has an elite service organization dedicated to supporting educators and improving instructional
effectiveness through ongoing product training and implementation support.
In an effort to increase student outcomes by helping the teacher become more effective in the classroom, our
professional development services include:
• Implementation services and support
• Consulting services
• Customized services

Product Training
Effective teacher training is the cornerstone of a strong implementation. Voyager offers a flexible set of training
options that allow teachers to learn when, where, and how they choose. Teacher training solutions are available
for all major Voyager products.
Implementation training and coaching
In-person training focuses on research-based strategies, in-depth curriculum content,
and model lessons. Follow-up training and site visits focus on demonstration and
model lessons, sharing ideas, and troubleshooting.
Online product training
Online product training provides additional instructional support, resources and
product training in a safe, Web-based environment with 24/7 access. Educators can log
in anytime that is convenient and access all of the useful tools and features including
self-paced tutorials, downloadable documents, quizzes, and classroom video segments.
Course options include interactive, instructor-led sessions as well as on-demand
independent study modules and reference libraries. Certificates of completion are
awarded and may be submitted for continuing education or college credit.
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Implementation Services
Voyager’s implementation services team focuses on the Five Keys to Success, employing a comprehensive
implementation approach that is critical for increasing student performance. Classroom coaching provides
opportunities for skill transfer, feedback, and practice. With access to highly skilled professional trainers and
consultants throughout the year, the Implementation Services team partners with schools and districts to
promote ongoing success and measurable results.

•  Reviews successes
and areas of focus
•  Plans for the next

•  O verview of
INITIAL
PLANNING

program and tools

LEADERSHIP
ORIENTATION

•  Set goals and

implementation
(summer or fall)

expectations
•  Hands-on
application of
VPORT data

AMOUNT OF
INSTRUCTION

YEAR-END
REVIEW AND
PLANNING

•  C onsultative
analysis of student
benchmark data

CLASSROOM
MANAGEMENT

FIVE KEYS
TO
SUCCESS

DIFFERENTIATION

QUALITY OF
INSTRUCTION

•  Develop action
plans based
on student
assessments
•  Accesses real-time
data via VPORT

USE OF
ASSESSMENT
TEACHER
TRAINING

•  Interactive training
on data and
assessments
•  Prepare for
successful

CONSULTATIVE
SUPPORT

implementation
•  Online and faceto-face format

Customized Conferences
We offer customized conferences focused on the most current and significant topics in education. Depending on
the topic, we organize keynote speakers and session leaders, including some of the most renowned researchers
and educators in the discipline.

Training, Consulting, and Coaching
The latest findings in education research are incorporated into the custom services we create specifically for a
school or district to best use their existing resources and make the biggest impact on student outcomes.
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Online Reading Component
Increase Time on Task and Reading Achievement

Ticket to Read is the student-centered online technology component
to TimeWarp Plus. Students practice important reading skills
anytime at school, at home, or anywhere they have access to the
Internet.
Program highlights include:
• Support for ELLs, including read-along passages, audio, and a
highlighting function
• Dynamic online skills practice
• Self-paced, student-centered learning
• A motivating reward system
• Hundreds of high-interest reading passages and games
• Three to four books per level
• Automated self-correction and quizzes

Students log in to their own personalized clubhouse
and read passages to earn tickets that are used to
decorate their clubhouse.

• Graduated reading levels from pre-primer to 7.0

I’m a better reader because I learned on Ticket to Read.
—Robert, Fourth Grade Student, Maryland

Ticket to Read is a nationally recognized and acclaimed
educational tool.

2009 CODiE finalist for Best Reading/English Instructional
solution and Best Education Game or Simulation.

2010 CODiE finalist for Best Reading/English
Instructional Solution.
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First Read
Words To Know

First Read

Reading
First Read

Words To Know

WordsRead
To Know
First

First
Read
Think
About

Words
To Know
Think
About

Quiz
Practice

Maze

Words
Maze To Know

Think
About
Maze
Students complete
a cold read of the
Maze
Practice
passage to get a word per minute (wpm)
reading goal.

Think About

Practice
First
Read
Quiz

Think About
Practice

Students are
Students are introduced to a target
introduced to keyQuiz
comprehension
skill or
Words
Tostrategy
Know with
Results
Maze
vocabulary terms with definition, sentence context, each passage.
picture, and sound effect; then given opportunities
Think About
to show understanding
of newly introduced words.
Results
Practice

Quiz
Results

Quiz

Maze

Results

Results

Practice
Quiz
Results

Students are shown
results and can go
to the clubhouse to spend earned tickets.

Students listen,
then read along,
as fluency is modeled.

Students read a
passage and select
words that complete sentences
as they build comprehension.

Phonics
The phonics component of Ticket to Read:
• Develops foundational phonics skills
• Offers instruction in critical word attack skills
• Features interactive activities supported by audio and animation
• Provides placement and replacement opportunities
• Offers four skills-based entry points
Students return to their clubhouse
to select another passage or spend
the tickets they earned.

• Embeds reporting functions for progress monitoring
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Cambium Learning® Group is the leading educational company focused primarily on serving
the needs of at-risk and special student populations. The company operates three core
divisions: Voyager, which provides comprehensive interventions; Sopris, which is known
for supplemental solutions; and Cambium Learning Technologies (CLT), which comprises
IntelliTools®, Kurzweil Educational Systems®, Learning A–Z, and ExploreLearning. Cambium
Learning Group is committed to providing research-based solutions that help educators raise
the achievement levels of preK–12 students as well as adult learner communities.

17855 Dallas Parkway
Suite 400
Dallas, TX 75287
800-547-6747
www.voyagerlearning.com
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